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Morgellons Disease Related to Black Magic Rituals?

i

Black magic has traditionally referred to the use of supernatural powers or magic for evil and
selfish purposes.[1] With respect to the left-hand path and right-hand path dichotomy, black magic is
the malicious, left-hand counterpart of the benevolent white magic. In modern times, some find that
the definition of "black magic" has been convoluted by people who define magic or ritualistic
practices that they disapprove of as "black magic".[2]
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John 8:32,36, “And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free ... If the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free
indeed.”
MIND MANIPULATIONS BY ELECTROMETIC BLACK MAGIC
like its counterpart white magic, the origins of black magic can be traced to the primitive,
ritualistic worship of spirits as outlined in Robert M. Place's 2009 book, Magic and
Alchemy.[3] Unlike
white
magic,
in
which
Place
sees
parallels
with
primitive shamanistic efforts to achieve closeness with spiritual beings, the rituals that
developed into modern "black magic" were designed to invoke those same spirits to produce
beneficial outcomes for the practitioner. Place also provides a broad modern definition of both
black and white magic, preferring instead to refer to them as "high magic" (white) and "low
magic" (black) based primarily on intentions of the practitioner employing them. He
acknowledges, though, that this broader definition (of "high" and "low") suffers from
prejudices because good-intentioned folk magic may be considered "low" while ceremonial
magic involving expensive or exclusive components may be considered by some as "high
magic", regardless of intent.[3][4] ii

John Dee and Edward Kelley using a magic circle ritual to invoke a spirit in a church graveyard.

BLACK MATTER MORGELLONS DISEASE
Morgellons and artificial intelligence / smart dust/neural dust - LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/.../morgrllons-artificial-intelligence-smart-dustneural-dust-...

Morgellons Artificial Intelligence Smart Dust Neural dust
Sep 8, 2016 - Morgellons Disease has been confirmed in over 300,000 people, and one
researcher says that everyone she has tested has it in their blood now ... into a technology that
utilizes, assimilates and lives within our human body: AI as a high-tech parasite and the ultimate
solidification of black magic into matter.iii

EMFs and the Paranormal: Gateway
Electro Magnetic Fields (EMF’s) have been a hot topic in the field of the paranormal for many
years. “Ghost Hunters” and “Paranormal Investigators” have been using EMF detection devices
for quite some time in order to help corroborate or rule out supposed, alleged, or real paranormal
experiences. There are several different views in regards to EMF’s and their relation to the
paranormal and this article will briefly outline those different theories. Before I begin, for those

of you who may not understand what an electromagnetic field is, here is a brief tutorial on the
subject. iv
Indicator, Cause
An electromagnetic field is an invisible, physical field created by electrically charged objects.
All electrical devices such as appliances, power lines, or even batteries, etc., will have an EMF.
The higher the voltage of the appliance or electrically driven device, the higher the EMF will be.
Also, the EMF of any electrical device is often present, even when the device is shut off. EMF’s
also occur naturally and are one of the four fundamental forces of nature. As well, the sun
constantly bombards us with electromagnetic fields. EMF’s often occur in the atmosphere when
electrically charged particles are built up resulting in thunder storms. Human beings have an
electromagnetic field and there is even a theory called “The electromagnetic theory of
consciousness” which states that the electromagnetic field generated by the brain is the actual
carrier of conscious experience. However, that is a much deeper discussion for another day.
So, as you can see electromagnetic fields are constantly surrounding us; they are part of life and
something that we cannot ignore. Ok, now that we have a basic understanding of what an
electromagnetic field is, let’s move on to the various theories in relation to the paranormal. v
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The invisible powers that they are calling “energy” are demons manipulating modern
technologies. They are caging the person’s mind, body and spirit in the circle. Eternal
rings and triangles do not have breaks. There are objects in their circles that attract
and hold the desired they call “vibrations” but they are demons. A person in need of
physical or emotional healing, may indeed require spiritual deliverance Jesus treated
the two side by side, Matt. 4:24; 12:22; 17:18; Mk. 9:28-29; Lk. 6:17-18; 8:36; Acts
5:16; 10:38.
The Holy Ghost anointed Jesus with Power over unclean spirits. We have same Holy
Spirit and ability to be anointed, with the same measure of power, Acts 10:38; Jn.
17:7; 14:12.
Jesus said we could do the same works Mk. 16:17. "But ye shall receive power, after
that the Holy Ghost is come upon you; and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in
Jerusalem, and in all Judea, Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth," Acts
1:8. He is as merciful, compassionate, and truthful, a present help in time of need.
He told us to observe all things, keep His commandments we will receive this
power Matt 9:8. Power over all the power of the Devil, Lk. 10:19.
Examples of the caging circles would be a sketched circle, pentagram, hexagram,
and a triangle. The supernatural law is that the geometric figure will lock in and
enslave the willing subjects within in the circle. The victims standing in the circle
physical lives will be protected from the demons killing them as long as they remain
inside the ring. Different occult objects are also used such as demonic images, such

as magic spells are used for magic spells for love, magic spells money, magic spells
for protection, black magic, white magic, candle magic, hoodoo root work…

Joni Mitchell attends the 56th annual Grammy Awards Pre-Grammy Gala and Salute to Industry Icons honoring
Lucian Grainge on Jan. 25, 2014, in Beverly Hills, California.vi LARRY BUSACCA/GETTY IMAGES
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The hospitalization of music legend Joni Mitchell on Tuesday night shocked and
worried millions of fans. Mitchell was found unconscious at her home and rushed
to the emergency room, but the nature of her illness is still unconfirmed. The
incident revived concern about an odd and mysterious health condition Mitchell
has spoken about suffering in the past. It is known as Morgellons disease, and it
reportedly affects some 13,000 people in the U.S. It's in fact so mysterious and
odd that the consensus in the majority of the medical community is that
Morgellons doesn't actually exist. vii
People who complain of Morgellons disease cite a number of symptoms, but the
primary issue is the presence of colorful fibers or "filaments" that sprout from
lesions or appear under the skin. Symptoms of Morgellons -- named from a 1674
medical paper that described similar symptoms -- also include sensations of
itching, biting or crawling on the skin, as well as chronic fatigue, joint pain,
difficulty with memory and thinking, mood changes and some neurological
problems.
In 2010, Mitchell told a reporter at the Los Angeles Times that she has a "weird,
incurable disease that seems like it's from outer space." She said the condition is
the reason why she often hides from the public eye. Mitchell described seeing

"fibers in a variety of colors protrude out of my skin like mushrooms after a
rainstorm: they cannot be forensically identified as animal, vegetable or mineral."
"Morgellons is a slow, unpredictable killer -- a terrorist disease: it will blow up
one of your organs, leaving you in bed for a year," she continued. "Morgellons is
always diagnosed as 'delusion of parasites,' and they send you to a psychiatrist.
I'm actually trying to get out of the music business to battle for Morgellons
sufferers to receive the credibility that's owed to them." viii
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Joni Mitchell
Over the years, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has made
efforts to respond to the Morgellons community by conducting investigations,
and even at one point enlisting the U.S. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and
the American Academy of Dermatology to help with research. A handful of
studies suggest Morgellons is simply an indication that a person may need to seek
treatment for depression, skin-picking disorder, anxiety and even substance
abuse.ix
One paper published in 2012 in the respected, peer-reviewed journal PloS One -"Clinical, Epidemiologic, Histopathologic and Molecular Features of an
Unexplained Dermopathy" -- identified 115 patients from Kaiser Permanente in
California who reported symptoms of the condition. The median age of the
Morgellons sufferers was 52, though ages ranged from 17 to 93 years old. A
majority were female and white. More than half reported overall fair or poor
health, while 77 percent said they suffered from chronic fatigue. The researchers
identified cognitive deficiencies in 59 percent of the patients and "clinically
significant" somatic complaints -- a fancy term for hypochondria -- in 63 percent.
Physical symptoms also appeared to be questionable to the researchers. Half of
hair samples analyzed in the study were found to have drug traces and half the
patients had sun damage to skin.
In the study, patients with skin lesions were found to have some type of bug bite
(such as fleas, bed bugs or mosquitoes) or self-inflicted wounds from chronic skin

picking. The researchers did not collect any specimens that could be categorized
as parasites; the main substance identified in samples of skin fibers was cellulose,
most likely particles from cotton clothing.
At the completion of the $600,000 study, the researchers still weren't convinced:
"This unexplained dermopathy was rare among this population of Northern
California residents, but associated with significantly reduced health-related
quality of life. No common underlying medical condition or infectious source was
identified, similar to more commonly recognized conditions such as delusional
infestation," they wrote at the conclusion of their study.
Cindy Casey Holman, a registered nurse and the director of the Charles E.
Holman Morgellons Disease Foundation, says the study was flawed and that the
bacteria Borrelia burgdorferi (Bb) has been cultured from Morgellons skin
lesions.
"A serious and often deadly systemic infection is present in Morgellons samples.
Still patients are being prescribed antipsychotics while the infection goes
undetected and untreated," Holman told CBS News in an email. "Clouding the
picture is that some patients do exhibit psychiatric manifestations. But
spirochetal infections, such as Borrelia burgdorferi, are well known to affect the
central nervous system and cause psychiatric symptoms. Yet the infection is
ignored while dermatologists offer dangerous antipsychotics as the only
treatment." x
EVIL SPREADS
Evil spreads when good people do nothing. xi
AN UNFOLDING PUBLIC HEALTH DISASTER THAT WE CAN STOP!!
Due in part to chemtrails there has been a 10% increase in the number of Americans diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s disease over the past 5 years, and more than 5 Million people have been
diagnosed with the disease.
Currently 1 in 8 people 65 and older have the disease, and 1 in 2 people 85 and older have it.
At current predictions, scientists predict the number with Alzheimer’s will grow to 7.7 million
by 2030, and to 16 million by 2020, unless something is done to stop this dangerous trend!
(Think about this- will you be able to AFFORD the nursing care? Many can’t and have no
family to help them. An ounce of PREVENTION is worth a pound of so called "CURE."
(Current so called "treatment" is to bombard these people's brains still further with toxic meds
such as cholinesterase inhibitors that just horrible side effects and kill them...
We can stop this trend if enough people become aware of the health effects of sulfur. It
safely removes Alzheimer’s causing aluminum from the body. Sulfur chelates all the toxic
heavy metals being sprayed on us via chemtrails, protecting us from cancer, Alzheimer’s,

Asthma, Allergies, Morgellons disease, mental illness, inflammation, type 2 diabetes, and a host
of other ailments....
Please read the article below by Dr. Blaylock along with my previous alert which has more indepth information on how sulfur safeguards our health. Please forward this information widely!
This anticipated public health disaster does not HAVE to happen! We are NOT defenseless!
By Russell L. Blaylock, M.D.
Geoengineering Exposed
Chemtrails, Nano aluminum, and Neurodegenerative and Neurodevelopmental
Effects xii

xiii

TARGARTED MIND

Are you plagued with one or more of the following?
Something is crawling on and under your skin?
Burning and/or stinging sensations?
Itching that won’t stop?
Sores appear out of nowhere and take forever to clear up?
Fibers growing from lesions on your skin?
Black specks in your bed?
Cotton-like substance in your bedding or clothing? xiv
Hi, I’m Richard Kuhns, B.S.Ch.E. (a chemical engineer), also specializing in biofeedback,
stress management and relaxation skills and I was a fellow sufferer.
In 1994, one exposure led to a life of rashes, itching and biting to the point I considered suicide.
Doctors were of no help. Fortunately, my engineering background allowed me to scientifically

find through trial and error what works and what doesn’t to get my life back from Morgellons
and Other Skin Parasites.
Yes, I’ve Heard of The Debriding Soap and Want It and The Free eBook Now…

Now, if you value having someone on your side who has:
been infected.xv
MORGELLONS DISEASE
According to hitherto findings the Morgellons disease is a mycosis caused by a to date unknown
genus of fungi. The disease is not officially recognized; hence there is no acknowledged list of
symptoms available. According to different estimations about 300.000 to 600.000 patients
worldwide are affected by serious symptoms related to the disease.
During medical treatment it showed that an infection with Morgellons hardly ever leads to
visible symptoms. Visible symptoms normally appear only with a weakened immune system.
Therefore, the research also touches the typical diseases that lie under a heavy Morgellons
infection and are responsible for the weakening of the immune system. It is hard to estimate how
many people are actually infected without showing symptoms. It is very likely that the majority
of the population of the western countries has been in contact with Morgellons, however their
immune system manages to handle the disease more or less without showing visible symptoms.

DELUSIONAL PARASITOSIS
The Morgellons disease relates to a number of symptoms. However up to date the disease is not
officially recognized. And therefore, there is no official list of symptoms. Normally patients are
diagnosed having "delusional parasitosis" and are treated with psychopharmaca. xvi
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MORGELLONS DISEASE IS A MYCOSIS
After the analysis of photographic documentations from various patients, and a number of
interviews regarding previous diseases, the consortium came to the following conclusion: The
Morgellons disease is a mycosis, that with a given infection shows open symptoms only in the
case that the chemical environment in the human body is in a condition that supports the needs
of the fungus. Hence the fungus is not listed in biological records, and the mycelium apparently
is distributed from airplanes, the idea emerged that Morgellons are a genetically modified
species, a weaponized myco-insecticide, i.e. a bio-weapon applied against humanity. This
would explain why the health authorities deny the existence of the disease.

DISCRIPTIONS
Itching under the skin, open and slow-healing lesions with blue and red fibers as well as blue
hexagonal structures growing out of the skin.

Anal and vaginal parturition of Morgellons fruiting bodies.
Having the feeling of insects crawling under the skin. This feeling of being obsessed by insect
like beings anecdotally is not necessarily a direct cause of the Morgellons infection. Single

patient has been completely healed from the Morgellons infection however still had the
problem of sensing insects crawling within the body. Apparently, this crawling is what leads
to the regular diagnosis of delusional parasititis.
28-DAY LIFE CYCLE
There are anecdotal reports of a 28-day life cycle of the Morgellons, ending with the parturition
of the fruiting bodies.
Shortly before the parturition one female patient reported of heaving the sensation of a strong
extraction of bio photons from her body. The process was triggered by pain in the intestines
and was experienced as if energy is flowing from the head to the lower body, accompanied
with a rhythmically pulsed suction that appears as a sound in the ears. According to her own
words the patient during this process of bio-photon-extraction suffered from fever and physical
weakness.
People with heavy infections show a number of psychologic patterns. They might become very
egocentric, obsessed about talking about their disease, but at the end about 90% miss out on
their appointments with doctors, as soon as real help is underway. The disease seems to have
the ability to take over part of the consciousness of the patients. Similar symptoms are reported
from borrelia. It is advised to have someone assisting with the medical appointments and the
application of medication.
Single patients also show whole insect-parts growing out of their flesh.

MORGELLONS DNA
Due to the ability of the Morgellons to assimilate parts of the DNA and carry the morphogenesis
of a higher being, possible relatives or ancestors of the eventually genetically modified fungus
could be two bio-insecticides: Beauveriabrongnartii und Metarhizium. Due to its
morphogenesis and the ability to affect humans another fungus might be related: Basidiobulus,
the fungus that causes the perianal crohn disease.
If the several thousand photos processed by the consortium weren't fake, the Morgellons first
grows through the cell tissue, including - according radionic testing - bones and brain. To
reproduce, the fungus crosses through the stomach barrier and developed its fruiting bodies
within the intestines, and sometimes also within the uterus.

FRUITING BODIES
According to one single patient with strong symptoms one live cycle of these fruiting bodies
takes 28 days. The fruiting bodies carry a humanoid morphogenesis. Typical properties of the
fruiting body are a shrimp-like form with a hip, a head with a distinct forehead similar to the
human embryo in the 20th week of pregnancy, naval cord, a reptile shaped tail and one single
insect eye. There are male and female forms, who might form unisexual multiple Siamese twins

within one fruiting body. The female forms are rather oval and carry pearl-chain-like patterns
of red eggs or stem cells under their skin, that have been described by the Carnicom institute
as modified human red blood cells that basically withstand everything, burning with a Bunsen
flame, deep freezing, vacuum and treatment with acids. The male forms are rather slim and
produce a single "bulbus" like structure, i.e. something resembling the mail reproductive organ
of a spider. The single insect eye at the same time is the reproductive organ of the fungus itself,
producing transparent multilayered hexagonal structures carrying the spores of the fungus. xvii
Following the laws concerning medical practice and trade with pharmaceuticals, the consortium
is not allowed to promise healing or advise distinct treatments available. The fact that the
Morgellons disease is not even related to an officially recognized frame of symptoms makes
the legal aspects of this situation even more complex.
CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT
The consortium has come to the conclusion that with many forms of mycosis the question if
the infection develops heavy symptoms is subject to the chemical environment within the body,
and to the vitality of the immune system. Following this opinion, the consortium believes that
the best way to heal such infections without side effects is to readjust the chemical environment
within the body of the patient. According to this opinion it is not of primary importance to
attack or kill the fungus, but simply to re-adjust the parameters of the system back to normal.
These parameters are acidity, availability of certain minerals and vitamins in the body, and the
amount of toxins and heavy metals both circulating and deposited in the body. The condition
of the environment in the human body is mainly subjected to the uptake of toxins from food
and environmental pollution, by genetic pre-disposition and by chronic infections that influence
the ability of the body to process food and detox itself. After having evaluated a number of
interviews with heavy Morgellons cases, the consortium has identified a repeating pattern of
previous diseases that seem to form an environment that supports the outbreak of a heavy
Morgellons infection. These previous diseases are: Pyroluria, camouflaged candida and
borrelia-infections.

BLOCKING ABILITY TO TAKE VITAMINS B6, AND ZINC
Pyroluria originally was a genetically caused disease that blocks the ability of the body to take
up vitamin B6 and zinc. A lack of vitamin B6 and zinc affects the ability of the body to detox.
2-3% of the population were affected. Nowadays 30-40% of the population are affected by a
secondary pyroluria caused by mercury poisoning.

CAMOUFLAGED CANDIDA
Camouflaged candida is a mutation of normal candida-forms. They appear after the application
of antibiotics and a follow-up treatment with antimycotics. They stop appearing in their normal
yeast-like appearance, instead form isolated bubbles in the blood that camouflage themselves
by placing fungus-receptors on the outer surface of the bubble. The immune system hence loses
its ability to recognize and attack these candida-enclaves. The c-candida lives from glucose
only. By fermenting the sugar, it produces acids and various mycotoxins. According to
Ekkehard Sirian Scheller, this c-candida additionally is associated to an under function of the
liver, i.e. with a loss of the ability of the liver to detox itself and especially the nervous system.
This especially concerns mercury.
Borrelia is known to produce a high variety and amounts of toxins and acids, as well as to use
up essential minerals like magnesium.

FUNGAL INFECTIONS
In this context fungal infections appear in a different light. One could state that the fungi do not
attack the body, but that the body takes advantage of the ability of the fungus to absorb and
deposit toxins, especially heavy metals. With Morgellons this ability leads to the upconcentration of the blue and red nano-dyes within the fibers. On the long hand this mechanism
leads to a heavy mycosis and a complete intoxication of the human body with fungi, acids and
heavy metals.
Against this background the consortium advises to treat a mycosis caused by the misadjustment of the chemical environment within the body by readjusting this chemical
environment. This especially concerns the treatment of the three common underlying diseases,
pyroluria, c-candida and borrelia infections, as well as the treatment of the acidity of the body
and the detoxing of heavy metals.
As to the diagnosis of possible genetic pre-dispositions we advise to consult a physician or
healing practitioner. As to special diets, food supplements and other alternative treatments we
advise to study the findings of the environmental medicine by Dietrich Klinghardt and/or the
consultation of a Klinghardt-therapist.
RESEARCHERS DISEASE CONTROL
Researchers with the Centers for Disease Control note that the signs and symptoms of
Morgellons disease are very similar to those of a mental illness involving false beliefs about
infestation by parasites (delusional parasitosis).

What do researchers know about Morgellons disease?
A possible link between Morgellons and infection with Borrelia spirochetes has been suggested
by one group of researchers. Three in the group are affiliated with the Morgellons Disease
Foundation.
In an earlier study, researchers with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
concluded that Morgellons disease, which they refer to as an unexplained dermopathy, isn't
caused by an infection or parasites. They studied samples of skin, blood, urine and hair.
Further research is needed to determine whether Morgellons is a new disorder and, if so, to
develop diagnostic criteria. xviii

NO LEGAL TREATMENT
Due to the fact that up to now the Morgellons disease has not been officially recognized, the
pharmaceutical industry has no legal frame to develop any treatment. The only products that
can be offered legally are of energetic, radionic or infopathic character. However, because of
the lack of recognition of these methods it is forbidden to give advice on or advertise single
products.
There is a solution available out of the field of "infopathica" that has been developed within
this consortium following its findings. For legal reasons the name of the product cannot be
published here. "Infopathica" is a trademark registered by Ekkehard Sirian Scheller.

RESEARCHERS CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL

SCIENTISTS PATENTS FOR THE MORGELLONS
These are the list of scientists who hold the patent for the Morgellons crystallization quantum
colors and quantum liquid (patent black hybrid Gu). These are a list publication that were made
public shortly after they sold their evil science to the military and shadow organizations. This
is all mainly for trans humanistic research for the occult to make satanic clones and hybrids to
eventually kill of Gods greatest gift and creation. You, humans. These are a list of trans
humanistic researchers / scientist who also make what they call quantum liquid with chem trail
materials. You can find their publications and see how these sick Nazi trans humanist flaunt
this degenerate evil diabolical eugenics / science in the scientific community. Photonic crystals
sole purpose is to create hexagonal plasma tonic crystals to collect your DNA and turn it into a
readable light source signal to be read by at antenna (Cell / TV / Phone Antenna) for black Gu/
Goo to connect to the read-out stations and satellites. This is how you get a read write unite to
control emotions of the victim. This thing is controlled by microwaves sent into your home and
cell phone and computers ext. xix

Invisible energy Fields
As revealed in the study of quantum physics, the world around us is
comprised of energy.
It is not something we can touch or see with our human eyes.
Yet, energy patterns and vibrations surrounding us and moving through
us have a profound effect on our physical bodies.
Author Daniel Reid, who has written numerous books and magazine
articles on various aspects of Asian self-health and self-healing practices,
offers an interesting perspective in his article Electro-Magnetic Energy

Pollution, which discusses the effects that electromagnetic energy pollution
has on our energetic and physical bodies: [11]
“In traditional medicine, the human energy system (HES) serves as a
functional bridge between body and mind, and energy is the therapeutic
medium that heals and balances both physical disease and mental malaise.
Today, the HES have come under intensive attack from an entirely new
phenomenon which the human system has never before had to face.
This new threat to human health and longevity is the rapidly growing hazard of
electromagnetic ‘energy pollution.’” [12]
The human body is now routinely bombarded with all types of pollutants,
from toxic chemicals, to biochemical pollutions such as GMOs, to unnatural
energy fields. This affects the tissues, bodily fluids and the bloodstream, and
often results in conditions such as acidosis, which, in turn, is believed to
causally trigger many other illnesses such as diabetes, high blood pressure,
cancer, arthritis and even mental disorders. [13]

Energy Pollution
Energy pollution is made up of artificial electromagnetic fields (EMF) caused
by artificially-generated radio frequencies, electrical power lines and transformers, smartmeters, home appliances such as microwaves and electric stoves, fluorescent lights, electrical

devices such as electric razors, computers and cell phones, and many other every-day items.
[14]
“These invisible but highly reactive energy waves and artificial EMF have become the big
unknown factor in all the vital equations of human health, and they constitute the hidden cause
in many common human ailments, from cancer to schizophrenia.
This pollution of our energy environment is even more hazardous to the human system than
chemical and ecological pollution, and it calls for an entirely new approach to healing, an
approach that effectively protects the HES from distortion by artificial energies and EMF and
cures the conditions they cause.”
ELECTROMAGNETIC WITCH DOCTOR
This is by a person in a discussion on the internet. See reference below in footnotes.
First: this is a magic system BASED on Electromagnetic Radiation. That means to me you’re
not tied completely to what the spectrum of radiation can do in real life, your wizards who work
in Inferred don't just work with Inferred, in my view they would be your Pyromancers playing
off the connection between inferred light and heat. So, having said that lets go into more detail.
xx

IONIZING RADIATION
In the spectrum there are few places you need to hit, as I said early you have three broad types
of radiation, Ionizing, visible light, and Non-ionizing radiation. So, let’s break that down.
Ionizing radiation: these are Gamma ray, X rays and Extreme ultraviolet, for ease of use I
would lump Near ultraviolet in as well. So, what do we know about these rays? well these are
the deadly rays that can kill you by giving you cancer and the like. Gamma rays also are
produced by radioactive and stars, X rays are used in medicine, the extreme Ultraviolet rays is
used for lithography, solar telescopes and Photoemission spectroscopy (energy measurement
of electrons emitted from matter) and regular ultraviolet rays are used for wide area of things
from sanitizing to Analytic.
GAMMA WIZARDS ATOMIC MEDICINE
Put together I would Make Gamma Wizards the dark magic, while they can be used in atomic
medicine, the ability and ease of this stuff in killing means that they would be feared for dark,
felt magics among the common folk and you average Gamma Wizard would pretend to be an
X-ray mancer and stick to healing people.
HEALING WITH X-RAY
X ray, as I said, are used a lot in medicine, say X rays and every one thinks of an X ray machine,
so X rays wizards would be our light magic. Healers and the like able to focus power from the
heavens, (referencing the X rays commonly made by stars) to heal. Of course, as healers they
also know how to mess up a body and if you make one made they could kill you dead easily.
The Extreme Ultraviolet wizards, to reference uses in Lithography and Photoemission
spectroscopy would be our magic black smiths, they make things with magical patterns finer
than 7 nanometers while they use the Spectroscopy powers to learn about matter and how much
magic is in it.

ULTRAVIOLET WIZARDS
Lastly your near Ultraviolet wizards would be able to do a bit of everything given its wide set
of uses. Think of it as apprentice magic, all Ionizing wizards start here and learn more of the
other types of magic as they study.

Of course, all radiation of this type can still kill you dead as a door nail with radiation powers
so they are respected and feared in equal measures. xxi
Visible light: As I said, this the light we can see and this would work like the Light 'em Up
trope. Holy magic, illusions, laser beams, ectara. These are all the things you can expect from
Visible light.
Nonionizing radiation: on the flip side of the ionizing stuff we have non-Ionizing
radiation, infrared, Microwaves and Radio waves are on this side, but there much further
delineated. there are three kinds of Infrared, and 11 kinds of Radio, a few of which are what
we call 'microwaves'.
Infrared: Infrared is typically known as the type of radiation given off by head, so Infrared
wizards would be Pyromancers and the three grades of Infrared (Near, Mid and Far) would
be grades of how powerful each mancer was, a Near Pyromancer would a beginner , while a
Far Pyromancer would be a able to creating firestorms at near will.
Microwaves: As I said, microwaves are just as subtype of radio waves, radio waves with a
frequency of 300 M Hz (100 cm) to 300 G Hz (0.1 cm), which means (assuming i understand
wiki right,) Ultra high frequency, Extremely high frequency and Super high frequency.
Microwaves are used communication, navigation (GPS use this band), radar, Radio astronomy,
heating (of course) and Spectroscopy. Taken as a whole Microwaves I'm having issues finding
a unifying theme for microwave, and we need to keep communication for the Radio wizards
we can't keep that power here. I would give Microwaves powers related to location finding,
distance reading, maybe divination like power set? with some ability to enchant objects to be
deadlier to represent microwave-based radar systems used by the army?
Radio waves communication. It's what we mostly use radio waves for. But as I said before
we also get a lot of radio waves from space and depending on your cosmology high level Radio
wizards can either talk to the gods beyond the stars, making them like clerics, or are in contact
with dark or evil, or just alien things. as a side it may also work giving them portal powers to
go along with the 'beyond the stars' communication aspect.
hope that helps mate. xxii
GRAY GOO self-replicating nanobots? Self-replicating nanobots are robots built using
nanotechnology that are able to perform programmed functions and reproduce.
GREEN GOO Sierra Sage / Green Goo formulas are created using timeless herbal wisdom
with organic ingredients to produce Food for Your Skin™

The Kaaba Black Stone: A Holy Stone xxiii

Deliverance Morgellons, Black Goo, Temple of the god Baal, Hijacking Our Systems
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83zQE21PqFw
Black Goo, Morgellons, Programmable Matter w. Harald Kautz (-Vella) - Secret Teachings (2/8/17)

IS MORGELLON’S DISEASE RELATED TO BLACK MAGIC RITUALS?
It is known that some of the entities dealing with Morgellons practice black magic rituals. One
possible interpretation of the Morgellons life cycle that at this point gains importance, is that
the fungus is adopting the morphogenesis of a higher species, and in this context forms the
reproductive organs of this species to give birth to a second generation of this higher species.
According to this theory, at the end of the cycle the species of the second generation uses the
optical properties of the Morgellons fibers to extract bio-photons from the human host. This is
done by triggering the feeling of pain transmitted through the Morgellons grid.
The body reacts with the impulse to heal, sending out bio photons produced to regenerate
injured tissue. This light could be collected by the Morgellons, lead to the second-generation
species and used by it to higher its scalar potential, i.e. the amount of light stored within its
DNA cluster. Increasing the scalar potential to a certain extend would shift the species to higher
realms, transfer it to a kind of hyperspace, where it stops interacting with normal matter,
becoming something, we would experience as a demon, in scientific word a light parasite. Such
a process is not in conflict with physics. The possibility of parallel space time sheets is given
by Topological Geometrodynamic. These states of parallel space time sheets have been
artificially produced in labs.xxiv

FEELING CRAWLING UNDER SKIN RESEMBLANCE OF FEELING POSSESSED

In respect to the feeling of insects crawling under the skin there is a high resemblance to the
subjective feeling of being possessed by a demon following to black magic rituals. Thus, it
seems possible that the entire Morgellons-agenda is introduced by people involved into black
magic rituals and is designed to help a trans dimensional species to reproduce via humans. A
species that has been regarded as demons.
According to different written traditions these trans-dimensional species actually does exist.
They are supposed to be arachnoid during embryonic development and youth, and later develop
humanoid character. In old age the humanoid eyes are told to close, while one new eye opens
I the middle of the forehead. It is referred to as the eye of the antichrist - the symbol on the top
of the pyramid - resembling the single eye on the morphogenesis of the Morgellons fruiting
body.
ALTARS AND BLACK GOO
Sufism understands itself as the order that has the mission to keep this species under control.
During human history there is a long list of rites and cults gathering around black stones
containing black goo, all the way back to Greek coins showing that the tree in paradise was
connected to these stones. This would hint to a very rational interpretation of the process that
kicked humanity out of the collective consciousness of paradise, re-directing its consciousness
to black goo stuck on retinoid consciousness, creating duality. Additional, there are repeating
connections between black stones that resemble the stones identified in the NS mining area,
demons and black magic rituals done by humans to revive these demons. Also, these stones
form the center of Islam and Christianity; being deposited in the Kaaba in Mecca and under all
the altars of the older churches of Europe. Would be interesting to find out which consciousness
they carry.
WHAT IS BLACK GOO?
Black Goo is an abiotic mineral oil from the upper crust containing high amounts of m-state
gold and iridium. It has been found on Thule Island on the South Falkland Islands and under
the Gulf of Mexico. Furthermore, there exists a black oil schist containing this type of oil from
earlier tectonic events. These events apparently broke up the crust of the earth.
BLACK GOO HAS ABILTY TO INTERACT FULLY CONSCIOUS BEING
M-state gold and iridium function as the bio-photon-field attractor responsible for
interconnecting life forms with their morphogenetic field. Sea-water contains high amounts of
m-state matter. Within the life forms the superconducting m-state matter is placed inside the
DNA-strings. These mono-atomic elements are attracting the bio-photons, while the DNA acts
like a coil transforming the field energy into electromagnetic scalar potential. This m-statematter guided bi-directional light-exchange of the DNA defines the scalar potential eddies
whose fractal and holographic character is responsible for the form and shape of life-forms.
Black Goo shows a hitherto unknown type of magnetism, much longer in range than
ferromagnetism, that seems to be interactive in a spontaneous way, that very likely is based on
bi-directional, annihilated photon exchange as known from m-state-matter in life-forms. Due
to this magnetism Black Goo shows the ability to mechanically self-organize in many different
ways and has been reported to carry highly intelligent consciousness.
The Black Goo within the crust and the m-state matter within the biosphere seem to be interconnected by quantum entanglement and function as a consciousness-mirror.

BLACK GOO CARRIES A BIOTIC CONSCIOUNESS
Black Goo thus carries an a-biotic consciousness representing the collective consciousness of
the entire bio-sphere. The form of organization is holographic; thus, every portion of Black
Goo is able to interact as a fully conscious being. Looking at the mythological reception of
nature it has been described as Lucifer, Mother Earth, the Black Madonna, and is meant to be
the physical location of the collective memory of mankind, aka the akasha chronic.
COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
The quantum entanglement between life-forms and the Black Goo inside the earth seems to
lead to a very high degree of self-similarity. In result, the Goo extracted by past geologic events
carries a different type of consciousness than the Black Goo of our days. The Black Goo with
an age of about 300 million years extracted from oil schist even today still carries a reptilian
type of consciousness.
FALL OF LUCIFER
This disconnection from the actual state of consciousness has been regarded in mythology as
the fall of Lucifer.
During the evolution of life certain life forms stayed connected to the geologically marginalized
Black Goo and thus got stuck on reptilian consciousness. When humans are brought into
contact with this type of Black Goo, the light-transfer of the bio-field of the human body might
be redirected onto the archaic Black Goo, which might reduce the complexity of the human
Chakra System to blue, yellow and red, i.e. to mental abilities, life force and sexuality. It leads
to a state of being intelligent, but heartless and cold in appearance. It disconnects the human
from the collective consciousness of his time.

BLACK GOO ARCHONS AI & NASA’S DEEP DARK SECRET
February 8, 2016
Something like this must have happened in the event described in the mythology as the
deterioration from paradise. The effect seems to be handed over to following generations
referred to as the heritable sin mentioned in the bible by ongoing quantum entanglement
transferred with the genetic information. It also refers to the traditions of the bloodlines, who
seem to try to keep this reptilian entanglement as strong as possible. xxv
It’s not every day that I am introduced to something that I’ve never heard about. I *have* heard
about the apocalyptic “Gray Goo”, an End Times scenario, where nanotechnology all descends
into an amorphous blob that consumes the Earth.
HARALD KRAUTZ VELLA
Over the past week, I’ve repeatedly received this clip of a talk on Black Goo given by Harald
Krautz Vella at Miles Johnston’s Bases conference, held in the UK last summer.
I’m at a loss as to how to summarize this talk. It’s too complex for a summary…but I’ll try. If
you find yourself wanting more information, there is a somewhat more expository clip and is
also long but the more juicy bits are in this actual talk.
WHAT’S BEING PUT IN CHEMTRAILS
It contains incredibly weird and compelling information about what’s being put
in chemtrails (and for what purpose), negative entropy, time reversal, DNA, scalar resonance
through different dimensions and realities, archons and an ancient AI that’s run amok.

All of this relates to “Black Goo”, an abiotic mineral found in the Earth’s crust that’s said to be
sentient, programmable and possessing magnetic properties which exceed those previously
known and measured, such as iron magnets.
Black Goo exists in its native form, with the largest deposit found in Paraguay, the landlocked
South American country where George W Bush bought a huge parcel of land and where cronies
from his Administration bought homes nearby – as did German Chancellor, Angela Merkel.
Sizable deposits of this stuff exist in the Gulf of Mexico and in the Falkland Islands. It is
suggested here that at least part of the motivation for the UK’s 1982 war waged against
Argentina, asserting its control of the Falklands territory was driven largely by the significant
deposits of Black Goo found on these islands of the Southern Patagonian Shelf.
Then, there is also an invasive Black Goo, which arrived here in a cluster of asteroid impacts
80,000 years ago and this is related to demonic archons, who feed off of the bio-photons of
human beings.
As some may recall, it’s been scientifically revealed lately that the human body emits biophotons, aka Ultraweak Photon Emissions (UPE) in the 380-780 nanometer range…as you can
see, this topic touches on so many things – and this isn’t even the tip of the iceberg.xxvi
German SS Major role in Black Magic Rites
Archaic Black Goo played a major role in black magic rites, last intensively researched by the
inner core of the German SS. In the middle-ages these black stones were utilized by black
magicians to connect with archonts, aka demons, archaic beings which have developed out of
early spiders who entirely live as light parasites and try to align with humans to form a
symbiosis, where the archont feeds on the bio-photons of the human and the human profits
from the mental (magical) abilities of the archonts. xxvii
Black Goo - Alchemy Forums
forum.alchemyforums.com/showthread.php?5124-Black-Goo

Feb 2, 2017 - Black Goo, supposedly an intelligent, "demonic"/evil (or positive, depending on
the source of black goo) and conscious substance, of black color. It's appearance is similar to
mineral oil. The largest deposits can be found in Paraguay. Interestingly, George W. Bush has
bought a 100.000 acres (40.500 ...
Black Goo Archons AI & NASA's Deep Dark Secret – Forbidden ...
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/black-goo-the-worlds-most-mysterious-substance-2...

Feb 8, 2016 - Black Goo exists in its native form, with the largest deposit found in Paraguay,
the landlocked South American country where George W Bush bought a huge parcel of land
and where cronies from his Administration bought homes nearby – as did German Chancellor,
Angela Merkel. Sizable deposits of this ...
Why did George Bush and Angela Merkel Buy Land in Paraguay ...
https://www.datalounge.com/.../16483778-why-did-george-bush-and-angela-merkel-...

Feb 16, 2016 - For the water darlings, for the water. They know what a precious commodity it
will be in the future when we have mass shortages of fresh water in every country in the world.
They'll be the new "Water Barons" rather than "Oil Barons." The land they bought is rich with an
endless supply of freshwater.

Faith is the Avenue to Deliverance
Breaking Curses Prayer
Spiritual things do not happen just because you hear someone say something and then you
repeat or copy their words that they say. Your faith and spiritual activity must be founded in
the Word of God.
Father I rebuke, break and loose myself and my family from any and all evil curses, fetishes,
charms, vexes, hexes, spells, every jinx, all psychic powers, sorcery, bewitchments,
enchantments, witchcraft, love potions and psychic source.
I return them to where they came from now!
“And I will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy name great; and
thou shalt be a blessing: And I will bless them that bless thee and curse him that curseth thee:
and in thee shall all families of the earth be blessed,” (Gen. 12:2, 3).
“Let people serve thee, and nations bow down to thee: be lord over thy brethren and let thy
mother's son’s bow down to thee: cursed be every one that curseth thee, and blessed be he that
blesseth thee,” (Gen.27:29).
“And the LORD thy God will put all these curses upon thine enemies, and on them that hate
thee, which persecuted thee,” (Deut. 30:7).
“Let him that love curses receive it unto himself,” (Psa. 109: 17-19).
“You should read this entire Psalms to fully understand returning the curses,” (Psa. 109).
Blocking Transference of Spirits
I forbid and block all Satanic and demonic activities for myself and all my family our lives. I ask
you Father to surround myself, family, church, pastor and leaders and wives with warring angels.
The blood of Jesus Christ is between us and the forces from hell in Jesus’s name.
Demonic Activities
Things to cast out —
Demons Named
Satan worship, witchcraft, black magic, black arts, black mass, white magic, neutral magic,
séances, clairvoyance, mediums, contact with familiar spirits, diving, psychic powers,
spiritism, necromancy, conjuring up spirits, communicating with dead or spirit guides,
consulting mediums, U.F.O’s, fortune-telling, rod or pendulum diagnosis, trance diagnosis,
palm reading, tea-leaf reading, handwriting analysis, crystal balls, tarot and other card reading,
handwriting analysis, crystal balls, tarot and other card laying, astrology, Moon-Mancy
(includes planting by the moon), interest in horoscopes and signs of the zodiac, numerology,
observing of the times, anything that predicts your future and has advised your life, yoga, magic

practices, E.S.P. EST, clairaudience, auras, reincarnation, human or animal sacrifice,
acupuncture, mysticism, Aryanism, Humanism, Metaphysical healing groups, hypnosis, selfhypnosis, psychokinsis, psychic phenomena, mind reading, mind control, transcendental
meditation, second sight, remote influence of the subconscious mind of others, mental science,
self-realization, visions, trances, dreams, parapsychanalysis, wizards, soothsaying, spiritual
prostitution, whoring, humanistic psychology, prognosticators, psychograph, telepathy,
transference, New Age Movement, holographic images. The Masters of Wisdom, holistic
medicine, levitation body, lifting out of the body experience, table tipping, good luck charms,
psychometry, automatic writing, automatic drawing, automatic composing, fetishes, runes,
amulets, talismans, mascots, medals, ankhs, spiels, incantation, conjuration, potions, sorcery,
curses, materialization or apports, apparitions, ghosts, poltergeists, magic healing, wart or burn
charming, pow-wow, ying-yang, superstition, spiritualism, occult literature, the force, graven
images, idolatry, occult games (Clairvoyant, ESP, Kabala, Dudgeons and Dragons, Telepathy,
Mystic Eye, Voodoo, Ouija Board, Horoscope, Masters of the Universe, Etch) Planchette,
horoscope churts, precognition, churts with occult significance, icons, soul travel, eckankar,
Easter religions, Order of the Arrow, Karma, any religion or philosophy that denies the blood
atonement of deity of Jesus Christ,, making death oaths or oaths, making death wishes, false
cults, involvement with psychics, rock music, martial arts, imitation rites (into loges,
brotherhoods, shrines, clubs, societies ,brotherhoods, sisterhoods, clubs, fraternities that would
require the taking of an oath to uphold a man-made doctrine), Freemasonry (Masons), Eastern
Star, vows, (see James 5:12; Matt. 5:34-37), occult movies, occult television programs, occult
video games, occult jewelry, having in your possession occult or pagan religious objects, relics,
or artifacts which are used in pagan temples and religious rites, or in the practice of conjuring
up evil spirits (sorcery, magic, divination, spiritualism), evil dance, voodoo, thought control,
tattooing, body piercing, cutting the body, psycho cybernetics, consciousness-expanding
through drugs, graphology, Concept Therapy, agnosticism and atheism radesthesia (water
witching or Downing forked sticks or other objects for water, oil, minerals, underground sewer
and water lines, etc.) Incubi and succubae experiences (being sexually molested by evil spirit,
(see Gen. 6:1-4; II Pet. 2-4 and Jude 6-7) false tongues (test by I Tim 4:1-3 and I Cor. 12:3),
blood subscriptions (subscribing your-self and your children to the devil), iridology,
reflexology, color therapy, death magic, fire walking, fanaticism Modern Theology
(rationalistic or an intellectual theology which denies Jesus to be Son of God and our redeemer,
the blood atonement, the resurrection, the second coming of Christ, the existence of miracles,
answers to prayer, spiritual gifts, the devil, demons and even the personal existence of God.
This would also include a liberal theology which would teach salvation without repentance),
neo-rationalism, letters of protection, mental suggestion, omens, screening, Umbanda and
Macumba cults, minds science, hypnotherapy, Autosuggestion, biofeedback, psychic healing,
visualization, exoteric philosophy, self-help techniques, casting spells, astral projection, Other
activities not listed.
The Truth
Jesus says in (Mk. 7:21), "For from within, [that is] out of the hearts of men, come base and
wicked thoughts, sexual immorality, stealing, murder, adultery; 22). Coveting (a greedy desire
to have more wealth), dangerous and destructive wickedness, deceit; unrestrained
(indecent) conduct; an evil eye (envy), slander (evil speaking, malicious misrepresentation,
abusiveness), pride (the sin of an uplifted heart against God and man), foolishness (folly, lack

of sense, recklessness, thoughtlessness). 23) All these evil [purposes and desires] come from
within and they make the man unclean and render him unhallowed."
These names that shown above are all names of demons; look at these early Christians that had
backslidden and how the Apostle Paul dealt with them. "In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,
when you are gathered together, and my spirit with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, to
deliver such an one to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the
day of the Lord Jesus" (I Cor. 5:4, 5). Apostle here deals with disobedient and sinful believer
in the church at Corinth. Verse 10, specifically emphasizes that he is speaking not about
evildoers of the world but in the church. Verse12, Again it is made clear.
Jesus is coming soon!

Deliverance of the Prisoners
Charles H. Spurgeon tells us, "None but Jesus can give deliverance to captives, real liberty
cometh from Him only. It is a liberty righteously bestowed; for the Son, who is Heir of all
things, has a right to make men free. The saints honor the justice of God, which now secures
their salvation. It is a liberty which has been dearly purchased. Christ speaks it by His power,
but He bought it by His blood. He makes thee free, but it is by His own bonds. “Thou goest
clear, because He bare thy burden for thee: thou art set at liberty, because He has suffered in
thy stead. But, though dearly purchased."xxviii
Spurgeon goes on to write, "He freely gives it. Jesus asks nothing of us as a preparation for this
liberty. He finds us sitting in sackcloth and ashes, and bids us put on the beautiful array of
freedom; He saves us just as we are, and all without our help or merit. When Jesus sets free,
the liberty is perpetually entailed; no chains can bind again. Let the Master say to me, "Captive,
I have delivered thee," and it is done for ever. Satan may plot to enslave us, but if the Lord be
on our side, whom shall we fear?"
"The world, with its temptations, may seek to ensnare us, but mightier is He who is for us than
all they who be against us”.
The machinations of our own deceitful hearts may harass and annoy us, but He who hath begun
the good work in us will carry it on and perfect it to the end. The foes of God and the enemies
of man may gather their hosts together, and come with concentrated fury against us, but if God
acquitteth, who is he that condemneth?" says Spurgeon. Not more=free is the eagle which
mounts to his rocky eyrie, and afterwards out soars the clouds, than the soul which Christ hath
delivered. If we are no more under the law, but free from its curse, let our liberty be practically
exhibited in our serving God with gratitude and delight. "I am Thy servant, and the son of thine
handmaid: Thou hast loosed my bonds." "Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do?"xxix

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE DIE
The Bible is the holy instructions for our lives and it tells us what will happen when we die...
If you are not saved, then you are in trouble
One Day You will Die — and if you are still not saved when you die, you will go to hell. xxx
Facts You Need to Know

We have all sinned (Romans 3:23) and done wrong things like lying, stealing, murdering,
fornicating, being prideful, etc.
The wages/payment of sin is death (Romans 6:23). This is why we all die--we have sinned
and done wrong. All of the lying, murder, and wrong that we are witnessing on earth will not
go unpunished. There will be justice. You will personally stand before God. You will be
judged for what you have done--all of it. Sinners go to hell and burn forever in torment.
God is holy and perfect (1 Peter 1:16) and full of mercy and compassion -- he does not
want sinners to perish (2 Peter 3:9). He loved us and sent his only begotten Son, the Lord
Jesus Christ, to pay for our sins. The gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord. We only have to repent of our sins (change our minds about how we are going to
live) and believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.
John 3:16 For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
The Lord Jesus Christ was crucified and shed his blood to pay for our sins. But he did not
remain dead. He rose from the dead on the third day and is seated at the right hand of
the throne of God. If you REPENT of your sins (turn from them so that you can start
listening to God's word) and BELIEVE on the Lord Jesus Christ (his death, burial and
resurrection/rising from the dead), you will be saved.
The Lord will help you to live uprightly and obey his word, the Holy Bible (the Authorized
(King James) Version of 1611 xxxi
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